Get feedback on the draft press announce

Show the announce to people both engineering and in SUSE marketing for feedback. Incorporate changes.

History

#1 - 16/05/2013 05:23 pm - Anonymous
- Due date changed from 03/11/2013 to 06/11/2013

#2 - 06/11/2013 06:48 pm - Anonymous
- Status changed from New to In Progress
- % Done changed from 0 to 100

received feedback from all directions on draft announcement. Emailed the board, openSUSE top contributors, openSUSE team, SUSE internal lists, SUSE marketing (already done earlier this week, when first draft was done).

#3 - 06/11/2013 06:48 pm - Anonymous
- Status changed from In Progress to Closed

#4 - 13/10/2014 11:44 am - Inussel
- Copied to action #4068: Get feedback on the draft press announce added
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